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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ___ ___ I meter __________________ m foot (or mile) ___ ______ ft . (or mi.) Time ________ t second ___ ______________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg wcight of 1 pOllnd_ 
- --
lb. 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
---------
horsepower ___ ________ hp. 
Speed ____ ___ V {kilometers per hour _____ _ k.p.h. miles per hOUL ___ ____ m.p.h. meters per second ___ ____ m.p.s. feet p cr second __ 
- - - --
Lp.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
1V Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of yiscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
P, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4-s2 at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb. /cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
.AT(~a 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressme=~p V 2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi= ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=DS . q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 0 0 = q~ 
Q, 
Q, 
Fl 
pJ;' 
Angle of setting of wmgs (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model aU'foil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° 0., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m .p.s., the corresponding-
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressme coellicient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, ini1l1ite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measmed from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
, 
'--
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SUMMARY 
Torsion tests oj 63 chromium-molybdenum steel tubes 
and 102 17ST aluminum-alloy tubes oj various sizes and 
lengths were made to study the dependence oj the torsional 
strength on both the dimensions oj the tube and the physical 
properties oj the tube material. Three types oj jailure 
were joun.d to be important jor sizes oj tubes jrequently 
used ~n a~rcrajt construction: (1) jailure by plastic shear 
in which the tube material reached its yield strengt1~ 
bejore the critical torque was reached; (2) jailure by elastic 
two-lobe buckling, which depended only on the elastic 
p1'operties oj the tube material and the dimensions oj the 
tube; and (3) jailure by a combination oj (1) and (2) that 
is, by buckling taking place ajter some yielding of the 
tube material. 
An adequate theory exists j01' explaining jai luTe by (1) 
or (2). Most oj the tubes jailed by the combined jailure 
(3), jor which a theoretical solution seems unattainable at 
this time. An analysis oj the data showed that the tor-
sional strength oj these tubes could be expre sed by an 
empirical jormula involving only the tensile properties oj 
the tube material in addition to the dimensions oj the tube. 
Design charts were computed jrom this empi1'ical jOTmula 
and a number oj e.ramples were worked out to fac ilitate the 
application oj the charts . 
I TRODUCTION 
Thin-'wall tubes are commonly used in airplanes to 
transmit torques to the ailerons and other control sur-
faces. It is well known that the ma~-imum fiber stress 
in torsion that a thin-wall tube will support depends 
on the ratio (tiD) of its wall thickness to its diameter. 
Tests have been made (refel'enceR 1, 2, 3, and 4) to 
determ~ne the relationship between torsional strength 
and tiD ratio for tubes of various materials, but the 
available data resulting from these test were insufficient 
to lead to general conclusions or even to determine a 
fairly accurate design formula for a given material. 
It seemed desirable, thereforo, to carry out a 
series of tests with a sufficiently large number of tubes 
of various lengths and tiD ratios and, if possible, of 
several materials to supply such data. The present 
report describes the results of torsion tests of 63 
chromium-molybdenum steel tubes and 102 tubes of 
17ST aluminum alloy. These tests were made at the 
ational Bureau of Standard s with the cooperation of 
the Bureau of Aeronautirs, avy Department, and the 
National Advisory COlmruttee for Aeronau tics. 
APP ARATUS AND TESTS 
TUBES 
The lengths L of the steel tube ranged from 19 to 60 
inches, outside diameters D from % to 2% inches, thick-
nesses t from 0.03 to 0.125 inch, tiD ratios from 0.0134 
to 0.0 40, and LID ratios from 7.6 to 80.0. The alumi-
num-alloy til bes were cut in lengths of 20 and 60 inches; 
their outside diameters ranged from 1 to 2 inches, their 
wall thicknesses from 0.019 to 0.221 inch, their tiD 
ratios from 0.0101 to 0.1192, and LID ratios from 10.0 to 
60.2. 
The first five lengths (Ao, Bo, Co, Do, Eo) of chro-
mium-molybdenum steel tube used in the tests were 
purchased under Army Specification 57- 1S0- 2A; the 
other tubes (Fo to Vo) were bought under avy Depart-
ment Specification 44T18. Table I shows that the 
tensile propertie required by these pecifications are 
the same. Somewhat higher properties arc req uired. by 
the more recent avy Department Specification 
44TlSa, which is included in table I for the sake of 
completeness. 
TABLE J.- l\IECHA. ICAL SPECIFICATIO I FO R 
CHROMI M-MOLYBDE UM STEEL TUBES 
Specification 
Army 57-180-2A __ • _____________ _ 
Navy 44rl'1 8~ ______ _____________ _ 
Navy 44'r18a ____ ___ _____ • ___ ___ _ 
Yield strength 
Teosilestrength (minimum) 
(minimum) (offset 0.2 
(Ib./sq. in.) percent) 
(lb./sq. in.) 
95,000 
95,000 
95,000 
GO,OOO 
GO,OOO 
75,000 
Elongation 
in 2 inches 
(mi nimum) 
(percent) 
10 
10 
JO 
The aluminum-alloy tubes were contributed by the 
Aluminum Company of America. They were manu-
factmed to sati fy J avy Department Specification 
44T21. The mechanical properties listed in thi speci-
fication are given in table II. 
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TABLE n.- MECHA NICAL SPECI FICATIO N FOR 
HEAT-TREATED ALUMINUM-ALLOY TUBES 
Yield 
Tensile s trength Elongation 
Specification Nominal outside strength (minimu m) in 2 inches diameter (in.) (minimum) (olIset 0.2 (minimum) 
(lb./sq. in.) percent) (percent) 
(lb./sq. in.) 
-- j" ta L .......•..... 55, 000 40, 000 16 
Navy 44'1'21 __ Over I to n" ...... .. .. 55, 000 40, 000 14 O,-er J}~ to 4 _______ ___ 55,000 40,000 12 
The chemical composition of a few of the steel tubes 
was determined and the Vickers hardnes numbers and 
tensile proper tie of each length of tube were obtained 
before carrying ou t the torsion te ts. 
Ta ble III gives the result of analyses made by the 
Chemistry Divi ion of the ational Bureau of Stand-
ard on five of the steel tube selected at r andom. 
TABLE IlL- PERCENTAGE OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 
PRESE I T IN CHROMIUM-MOLYBD E TUM STEEL 
TUBES 
Spec;- Carbon .\ 'l anJ!3 - Phos· Sulphur Chro· MOlyb· Inen nese ph or us mium denuill 
--
--- ---
I) 0.34 0. 54 0. 022 0. 011 1. 09 0. 19 
K .30 .49 .022 • ()()<J . 86 .18 
N .31 .59 .029 .013 l.ll .24 
0 . 39 . 49 .021 . 013 . 86 .23 
S . 32 . 53 .023 . 015 .97 . 2.1 
10 such analyse were made of the aluminum-alloy 
tube, but the nominal compo ition furn i hed by the 
manufacturer is given in ta ble IV. 
TABLE IV.- OMINAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF 
17ST T BES AS GIVEN BY MA NUFACTURER, PER-
CE:\TAGE 
CappeL ........ ___ .... _ .. _ ._._ ....... 4.0 
"ra nganese . _ ... . .•..... _.... .... . . 5 
"ragnes ium . _ _ ... . 5 
Alluninul11 ______ _ 
.. _._ ... . ..... _ 95.0 
Vickers hardness tests were made at both end of 
each tube. The re ults for the chromium-molybdenum 
teel tubes are given in table V and tho e for the alumi-
num-alloy tubes in table VI. For the steel tubes the 
Vickers numbcrs varied from 204 to 311. The average 
vn riation for a single tube wa less than 5 percent and 
in only one case (tube 00 , 13.2 percent) did i t exceed 
10 percent. TIl e Vickers number for the aluminum-
alloy tube varied from 125 to 142, the max-:imum varia-
tion for a ingle tube being Ie s than 2% percent. 
Tbe dimensions of the chromium-molybd enum steel 
specimens llsed in the torsion test are included in table 
VII and tho e of the l7ST aluminum-alloy specimens, 
in table VIII, together with data obtained from the 
torsion tests. 
TE SILE TESTS 
Tensile tests were made on specimen 10 to 20 inches 
lono- cut from each length of tubing. The pecimens 
were fitted with plugs similar to tho e described in 
Navy Department specification 44T18 and were held 
in V-t~!pe j lL\\" attaehed to th e two head of the testing 
l11nchine. j\ hydraulic machine of 100,000-pound 
capacity was u ed to te t all except one of the chro-
mium-molybdenum teel tubes; thi one pecimen was 
te ted in a machine of the lever type because its diam-
eter of 2% inches was too large for the jaws provi led 
with the hydraulic machine. All the aluminum-alloy 
ten ile specimens were te ted in lever-type machine of 
2,000-, 50,000-, and 100,000-pound cnpacity. All of 
the teel specimens except Ao, D o, and E. were pre-
stressed in ten ion to about 30,000 pounds per square 
inch. The pre. tressing erved to seat the train gage 
and to cold-work the material ufficiently in the low-
stress range to obtain from it an approximately straigh t 
stress-strain curve, from which the Young's modulu of 
th e material could be derived. The aluminum-alloy 
tu bes had already been pre tre sed at the factory and 
only enough load was pu t on the specimen before tes t 
to eat the strain gages securely. 
T ensile strains on the steel tubes were mea ured with 
a Ewing exten ometer 1.1 ing a 2-inch gage length 
(smallest cale division 0.0001 ill .jin .) for specimen 
l}~ inches in diameter or lese, and with a Huggenberger 
extensometer u ing a I -inch gage length ( mallest scale 
divi ion 0.00015 in .jin. ) for tubes of larger diameter. 
Tuckerman op tical strain o-ages with a 2-inch gao-e 
length were used for all aluminum-allo.y tubes. The 
mallest cale divi ion on the vernier of this gage corre-
ponds to a strain increment of 0.000002 in. jin. 
The train gage on each of the tensile specimen 
werc placed to 9 inches, or 4 to 9 diameters, away from 
the jaws gripping both end of the specimen. A tudy 
of the stress distribution in a 2.5X O.032 X 36 inch tube 
of chromium-molybdenwu steel held between V -type 
jaws mnlcing contact at oppo i te pairs of point 60° 
apart had 'hown that the average of the strain at two 
ends of any diameter in a cros section removed 3 
diameters or more from th e end gave the same value 
within the error of observation. At a cro s section l H 
diameter from any pair of jaw the average trains 
varied ±6 percent about an average tres of 15,000 
pounds per square inch and throuo-h ± 2.6 percent 
about an average stres of 27,000 pounds per square 
inch. From these ob erva tions it was concluded that 
the average train a mensured in the pre 'ent series of 
pecimen from 4 to 9 diameter from the jaws were 
correct within the errol' of observation. The contact 
points of the jaws in these specimens were more than 
60° apart except for some of the I-inch tubes for which 
they were a li ttle closer; in the latter case, however, 
the gages were about diameters away from the jaw. 
From each tress-strain curve the yield strength wa 
determined as the stre at which the train was 0.002 
in.jin. in excess of the elastic train with an assumed 
YOWlo-' modulu of 30 X I06 pounds per quare inch for 
the chromium-molybdenum steel tube and a modulus 
of lO X 106 pounds per square inch for the aluminum-
alloy t ubes. The values are given in table V for the 
teel tube s,nd in table VI for the aluminum-alloy 
tube. It is een tha.t the yield trength of the steel 
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tubes varied from 67,700 to 110,000 and that of the 
aluminum-alloy tube , from 44,300 to 50,000 pounds 
per square inch. 
Young's modulus E wa obtained by plotting against 
tres u the difference .:1e between the observed strain 
and that computed from an assumed modulus Eo of 
30 Xl 06 pounds per square inch in the case of the teel 
tubes and a modulus of lO X 106 pounds per square inch 
in the case of the aluminum-alloy tubes and by measur-
ing the slope .:1 e/u of the straigh t line giving the be t 
fit to the plotted points . The true modulu E is then 
computed from this slope using the simple relation 
J:=~ +.:1e 
E Eo u (1) 
T ables V and VI show that the Young's modulus for 
100 
·s 
Examination of the stress-strain curves for the steel 
specimens showed that the material could be divided 
into two groups with markedly different stress-strain 
curves. For the greater number of steel tubes the 
curves were nearly straight lUltil near the yield stress, 
where they bent fairly sharply. In these specimens the 
ratio of tensile strength to yield strength varied from 
1.03 to about 1.18. Three of these curves (for speci-
mens H o, R o, Ko) nre shown in figure 1a. For other 
specimens, however, the slope of the curves decrea ed 
gradually with no sharp bend. For these specimens 
the ratio of tensile strength to yidd strength was much 
higher, ranging from 1.37 to 1.63. Figure 1a also gives 
three of these curves (for specimens 10, Vo, 0) ' In 
each of these groups there existed a rough a sociation 
between different tensile properties. Low tensile 
70 
60 
Sf 50 
'> ~ 
240 
C) 
. H, 
II) • 
~30 -
.;: 
II) 
~20-
QJ 
~ 
o 
-j.OO~- Tensile strain. in/in. 
(al 
10 
Shear strain, in.lin. 
(b) 
FIGURE j .-Stress-strain curves of chromium-molybdenum steel lubes. 'rensiJe specimens R o, Ro, Ko, with harp knee near the yield strength were cut from the same three 
lengths ot tubing as shear specimens HI, RI I K2, respectively; similarly tensile specimens, IOt Vo, No, with relatively rounded knee near the yield strength, were cut from the 
same three lengths as shear specimens I" V" N" respectively. The ratio 01 tensile strength to y ield strength in tension is shown as a number on each tensile stress-strain 
curve. 
the steel tubes ranged from 27.3 to 30.2 X 106 pounds 
per square inch and that for the aluminum-alloy tubes 
varied from 9.79 to 10. 1 X 106 pounds per quare inch. 
In both groups the range of variation was close to 10 
percent. 
Elongations over a 2-inch gage length were deter-
mined by mean of dividers; they varied [rom 1 1 .. 5 to 
32 percent for the steel tubes (tabl e V) and from 17 to 
34 percent for the alumin um-alloy tubes (table VI) . 
The specimens that broke at the jaws were not consid-
ered in obtaining these limi ts . 
Tables V and VI also give the tensile strength of 
each specimen. This value ranged from ,400 to 
132,900 pounds pel' square inch for the steel t ubes and 
from 62,800 to 67,000 pounds per square inch for the 
aluminum-alloy tubes. 
- --- ---- - -----
strength, high yield strength, low elongation, low ratio 
of ten ile strength to yield strength tend to occur to-
gether and high ten ile strength is as ociated with low 
yield strength, high elongation, etc. However , no 
quanti tative relation could be found betwecn l he rcsults 
for material in the two gro up . 
ot nearly 0 marked a differentia tiOll into two gro ups 
wa apparent for the aluminum-alloy tubes. The ratio 
of ten ile strength to yield trength YHl'i('d through a 
much mall I' range, namely, from 1.27 to 1.49. Figure 
2a show three pecimen with a relntiyely sha rp knee 
near the yield tress (Po, Jo, M o) and three with a re la-
tively rounded knee ( 0, 0, xo). There wa again n 
rough tendency for low tensile trcngth to occur to-
gether with high yield strength, low elongation and low 
ratio of tensile strength t.o yield strencrth . 
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60 
0.002 Tensile strain, m./n 
(a) 
II) 
I/) 
<lJ 
l.. 
30 
'Vi 10 
~ 
<lJ 
t5i 
Shear strain, In lIn 
(b) 
Fll;URE 2. Stress-strain cur "cs of liS T aluminum-a lloy tu bes. T ensile specimens p . , J., M., with rela ti" ely sharp knee near the y ield strength were cut from the sa me three 
lengt hs of tubing as shear specimens P" J" :1[" respecth'ely; similarly tensile specimens C-., so, Xo, wi tb relat ively rounded knee nea r Lhe yield strength were cutfrom the sa me 
three lengths as shea r speci mens (J" S" x" respecti ,-ely. The ratio of tensile strength to yield strength in tension is shown as " number on eacb tensile stress-strain curve. 
TO RSION TE T S 
Figure 3 sho\\"s the method of mounting th e specimen 
for te t in the torsion mach ine. Th e ends of th e t ube 
were reinforced by two steel plugs of proper diameter 
lind were then clamped solidly between wedge-shaped 
jaws A; they were free to move in an axial Ji.rection 
throughout the te t. Specimens not oyer 20 inche in 
length \\"('1'e tes ted in the 13,000 pound-inch pendlllum-
type machine shown in figure 3 find the longer tubes 
were tested in it 60,000 pound-in h lever-type machine. 
The method of measu ring the angle of twi t lU1der 
load is also shO\n 1 in figure 3. The fi xture con ists of 
t,,-o ri Ilg'S B fn stellecl to the pecimen n t poin ts 25 
F If~l'HJo': :J. - 1'orsion testing machi ne with J7ST alu minu m-alloy tube in position after 
test to failure. 
ce ll Limeter (9.84 inches) apart by tlU'ee screws C. 
E ach ring carries a pair of alumimun radial arms D, 
one pair carrying tIle ca les E and th e other th e pointers 
F. Readings were taken on bo th scale and ayerage 
" -e re 1I cd to compe nsa te fo], any effect d LIe to bending 
or the tu be lInder load. 
CAL CU LATIO OF SHEAR STRESSE 
The torsion tests give th e relation b etween th e torqu e 
111 transmit ted by tbe tube and the angle of twi t per 
uni t length (j produced by that torque. The stress-
train eurve, in sh ear were computed from tb ese torq UB-
twist curves in the following manner. 
T.he relation between the hear tres T and the 
torque J1 in a twisted circular tube is given by the 
equation: 
(2) 
where r is th e radial dis ta nee from th e axis of th e tu be 
1'1, radiu s of the inner wall 
1'2, rad ius of the outer wall. 
T, sheaI' st J'ess aL a disLance l' from Lhe axis. 
The relation between this shear s tre s and the shear 
s train ,), = r(j, 
T j(-y)=j (r(j ) (3) 
m~ly be fOllnd hy suh ti t li Ling (3) in (2) and differenti-
ating both silles with respect Lo (j. (Sec reference 5, 
p. 12. ) This give the differential equation: 
(4) 
where 1'2(j, Tl(j are the shear strains at tIl e outside and 
the inside wall of the tub ,I' pectively. All quantitie 
in thi equation are given by the dimensions of the 
tube and th e torque-twist curve except the stresses 
j (rz(j ) and j (rl(j) . The stres j(rz(j) can, therefore, be 
caleluated from equation (4) providedj(rl(j) is known; 
thi sugO'ests a m ethod of step-by- tep olu tion begin-
ning with th e end of the ela tic range in which j(1'I(j ) 
is known. Practically, this method of computation is 
laboriou and is not warranted by th e accuracy of the 
data fo r tubes a thin a those tested in the presen t 
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investigation. It is entirely sufficien t in tbese cases to 
use approximate methods based upon arbitrary sim-
plifying as umptions. 
A number of such methods have been u ed, all of 
them erving the purpose equally well . For th is in-
vestigation the method chosen was to calculate the 
stres and strain in the mean fiber : 
- 1/( + ) D - t r = /2 r l r2 = - 2-
on tbe as umption that both stresses and strains in-
crease linearly with di tance from the axis of the tube, 
as they do in the elastic case. Thi calculation gave 
T~~: ~ ;J;, 1-2b:2(bY) 
~=8r= 8?(1 _ ~) 
(5) 
where D = 2r2 is the outside diameter of the tube and 
t=r2-rl is its wall thickness. E ven for the thickest 
tubes tested (b=O.1l92) the tresses 0 calculated 
could not differ by more than 14 percent from any tres 
existing in the wall. The stre ses at the mean fiber 
calculated from (5) co uld no t be in error by more than 
1.5 percent for tube up to ~=O . 1 2. Thi value i the 
percentage difference in the mean fiber stress for a given 
twisting momellt M calculated, on the Olle hand, by the 
extreme assumption of ela tic twist corresponding to 
the fu'st equation (5) and, on the other hand, by the 
extreme as umption of pure pIa tic shear (lmiform 
shearing stress throughout) . 
Figure 1 band 2b how a number of stre s-strain 
curves in shear derived from the moment-twist curve, 
with the help of (5). 
The accuracy of the approximation (5) is brougb tout 
further by a compari on of exact and arpro~..'"irnate analy-
ses for a relatively thick (~=O . 0562) steel t ube and for 
one of the thickest aluminum-alloy tubes (~=O. 11 92)­
The exact and the approximate stre s-strain cur ves for 
these two tube are shown in figures 4 and 5. I n each 
figure the two curve coincide wi thin 1 percent for the 
most part and differ at no point by more than 2 percent. 
Their yield strengths in hear defined by tbe intersec-
tion of the loping line wi th the tres - train curve agree 
within a fraction of 1 percent. 
The yield strengths obtained from the torsion tests 
with the help of equation (5) are listed in table VII fo r 
the steel tubes and in table VIII for the alurninum-
alloy tubes. 
Figure 6 shows four chromium-molybdenum teel 
tubes and four 17 T aluminum-alloy tubes after com-
pletion of the torsion te t. The twi t gages 0 (fig. 3) 
were kept on the tube until they failed either with a 
loud snap by two-lobe buckling (specimens PI, BI fig. 6) 
or until the Imee of the torque-twist curve had been 
well pa ed. In the latter ca e the torque increased 
slowly wi th increasing twist beyond the point at which 
the gages had been removed, until failure occurred 
either by gradual two-lobe buclding (QI, JI), by helical 
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deformation of the axi of the tube (L5' Sz) or, a in the 
case of ome of the aluminum-aUoy tubes, by a sudden 
fracture (T I); pecimen J5 (fig. 6) would probably have 
failed by fracture if it had not developed a light two-
lobe buclde after twi ting pIa tically through a large 
angle. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
DISCUSSION OF TYPES OF FAIL UIlE 
Observation of the failure of thin circular tubes in 
torsion has shown that three different limi ting types of 
failure are of par tioular ignifioance in f'nglO een ng 
de ign: 
l. Two-lobe huekling of t he tube ,,·all. 
2. Helioal deformation of the axis of the tu be. 
3. Plastio yielding of the material. 
The first two types are eaused by ela tie instabili ty of 
the twisted tube and do not ne('.e sarily involve perma-
nen t deformation of the material. They have been 
treated theoretically by Schwerin (reference 6). 
Schwerin 's formula for the buokling trength of 
T '= l7fE~ ~(l -b+~ ;;2 "') (7) 
wh ere Lithe length of t be tube. 
3. If pla tic yielding is a, sUIned to progre s lillder 
a constan t and uniformly clistribllted stres, in shear : 
r = con tant ( ) 
the value of the constant beino- eqwl,l Lo the , tl'e s at 
which the stl'C -strain eli I've in shear become hori-
zontal 
The condition of perfect symmetry and homogenei ty 
on which equation (6) and (7) are based are not 
realized in practice. N or will the condi tions underlying 
(8), i . e., yielding under oon tant stress indepenclE'nt 
~ -- " \",'2. ' - ..... 
FIGURE G.- Appearance of four chromium-molybdenum steel tubes (PI, Qt, L" J ,) and four 17S'[' nluminum-alloy tubes (HI, It. s" T I) after completion of torsion 
Lest. PI, TIl failed by sudden two-lobe buck ling; QI, JI fa iled by gradua l two-lobo buckling; L" , failed by helical deformation of the axis; TI failed by fracture; 
J, twisted plastically througb a large angle and tben fa iled by a slight two-lobe buckle. 
10llg tu bes may be written in term of the ratio tiD 
of waU thickne to ou tside diameter in the following 
form: 
1. For two-lobe buckling 
r = O.656E (i)3/2(1 + 2 4i+ ... ) (6) 1- J.L2 D . D 
\\" here r is th e critical shea r stre s at the mean fiber ; 
E, Young's modulus; and /J. , Poisson 's ratio of the mate-
rial. T crms i nvolviug (~Yare neglected in the parell-
the es ince Lhey are mall for tube in which such 
elastic failure can tah place. 
2. For bl1 ckling of the axi of the tube into a helix 
Schwerin dcrived the formula 
of strain, he true for most materials. The eqlfation 
(G), (7), and ( ) rep res en t, therefore, oul)T approxima-
tions of praeLicaJ euses. The degree of app roximation 
for the ca, e of elastie buckling has I een investigated 
fully in an excellent paper by L . H. Donnell . (Se 
reference 7.) Donnell founel tha L Lhe experimental 
yaIlie of rritical shea r sLress for tub s " -as roughly 75 
percent of Lhe calculated ori tical stre s. 
Although equations (6) , (7), allCI (8) are only rough 
approximations of pmctica l cases, they give a, general 
id ea of t he eO'ect of cliO'erent variab les llpon the tor-
sional strength and lIpon the type of failure. If they 
were accurate representation of the behavior of tube, 
the; st ress at failure an d the t~'pe of fail me could be 
predicted by compH tations of T in each of the rquations 
I 
___ J 
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(6), (7), and (8). The conditio ns at failure would be 
those for which T is smalles t. An analysis of thi sort 
was made for all the tubes tested. Young's modulus 
E and Poi son' ra tio;.t. were taken equal to the average 
value given in (12) and (13) on page (11 ) below. The 
values of )J. , E, t, D, and L being known, th e cri tical 
shear stresses given by equations (6) and (7) were 
calculated. 
The resulting tabulation o[ values of T as given by 
equations (6) and (7) always showed higher values for 
helical twisting than for two-lobe bll ckling. The value 
of T for two-lobe buckling lay above the yield strength 
in shear for 55 ou t of the 63 steel tubes and for 90 out 
of the 102 aluminum-alloy tu bes. The yield strength in 
shearwa taken as the tress at which the secant modulus 
of the stress-strain curve in shear was % times the initial 
modulus [or the steel tubes and % times the initial 
modulus for the alumin um-alloy tubes. More informa-
tion concerning thc factors % and % is given later . 
For the remaining 8 of the steel tubes and for 3 of 
the aluminum-alloy tubes the theoretical shear stress 
for two-lobe buckling lay between that at which the 
secant modulus of the stress-st.rain curve in hear 
deviated by 2 percent from its initial yalue and the 
yield strength in shear as just defined. For the re-
maining 9 of the aluminum-alloy tubes i t lay below 
the stress at which the secant modulus dovia ted 2 per-
cent from i ts initial value. 
It would no t be correct to conclude from this analysis 
that the shear stress had passed beyond the yield 
strength in most of the tu be tested before failure took 
place. That statement would be tru e only if the critical 
shear stress for two-lobe buckling could be calculated 
from (6) up to the yield stres in shear . The cri tical 
shear stress is considerably lower than tha t given by 
(6) if the stress- train curve deviates gradualJy from 
Hooke's law in approaching tIl e yield strength . H o\\'-
eYElI', the analysi did show that consid erable yielding 
must have preceded failure in all bu t of the steel 
LlI bes and all but 12 of the aluminum-alloy tubes. F or 
only 9 of the aluminum-alloy tubes did the analysis 
prediet failure by elastic two-lobe buclding. 
It is noteworthy th at none of the tubes fell into the 
category of failure by helical twistin O' . This resd t 
does not exclude this type of failure as a practical possi-
bility. It only indicates that none of the tubes u eel 
in the present investigation (maximum length/diameter 
ratio, L/D = 80) were sufficiently long to deform in to a 
helix before failing either by two-lobe buckling or by 
plastic failure. 
Inspection of the tubes after failure (see fig. 6 and 
table VII and VIII) indicated that helical twisting did 
actually occur in some of the thick-wall long tubes and 
also that in the majority of the tube the final failure 
was one of two-lobe budding. The ob el'ved helical 
failures and also many of the two-lobe failures mu t haye 
occurred after the yield strength of the material had 
been reached; i . e., they must be con idered as a con-
153761-37-2 
sequence of the yielding of the material rather than the 
primary cause of failure. 
The conclusion that helical failme, with its depend-
ence on length, must have been secondary is confirmed 
by a comparison of the shear stress at failure for the 60-
inch tube with that for the 20-inch tubes as given in 
table VII and VIII. Only the tubes failing elastically 
show a consistent tendency toward lower strengths 
with increase in length. However, this tendency does 
not indicate the occurrence of helical failure even for 
the t.ubes failing elastically. The lowering in strength 
of the elastic tubes may be explained by the effect of 
length on the stress producing two-lobe budding. 
If plastic failure and two-lobe failme alone controlled 
the strength of the tubes, it should be pos ible to de-
scribe the stl'ength of the e tubes in terms of the vari-
ables determining the e types of failure. The maxi-
mum median-fiber shear stress in the plastic failure of a 
thin t ube depends primarily on the ultimate trenO'th 
in shear of the material. In a tube that buckles 
elastically the maximum median-fiber shear stress will , 
according to equation (6), vary with the ratio tiD. In 
the intermediate case of plastic buckling both tiD and 
the shape of the stress-strain cmve in shear beyond the 
p ropor tional limit are important factors. 
No imple relation wa found to de cribe accurately 
the stress-strain curves of the tubes ~n shear beyond the 
propor tional limit. An u,pproximate idea of the stress-
strain curve may be obtained from a knowledO'e of both 
the yield trength in shear Ty ie /d and the ultimcLte 
strength in shear Tull. The ratio of ultimate strength in 
shear to yield strength in shear may be taken as a mea-
sure of the rise in the stre s- train curve beyond the yield 
point. If this ratio is close to 1.0, the stress-strain curve 
beyond the yield point will be nearly horizontal while 11 
r atio of 1.4 indicates a considerable ri e in stress heyo nd 
the yield point; in on ca e the tn> -, train cu rve will 
11 ave a sharp knee near the yield point while in Lhe other 
that knee will be well rounded. 
R ELATJO RETWEE STRE -STRAIN CURVES IN SHEAR AND 
STRESS·STRAIN CURVE I TENSION 
There is still one difficulty in choo ing Tv t eld, T u lt H 
the two variables that, in addition to the variable tiD, 
affect the strength of the present group of steel and 
aluminum-alloy tubes. either of these quantities is 
ordinarily known and both can be determined from 
torsion te t only when the specimen has ufficiently 
thick wall so that failure occur by yielding without 
any buckling. The properties of the material that nrc 
generally known are the yield trength in ten ion, 
<lv i el'l! and the ultimate strength in tension, (Tull' I t 
would be po ible to , ub titute the e two tensile prop-
er ties for the two hear proper tie of the material if a 
simple relation of ufficient accuracy could be fo und 
connecting the two sets of properties. 
The existence of such a relation, particularly for the 
chromium-molybdenum steel tubes, is indicated by thE) 
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similarity in h ape of stress-strain curves in tension and 
in shear of pecimen cu t from the ame tube (see 
fi <Ys. 1 and 2.) Theoretical consideration (reference 5, 
p. 204) indicate that the tres '-strain curve in shear 
may be compu ted from the stress-strain curve in 
tension by simply multiplying tensile trains by 1.5 
and dividing tensile tresses by J3. 
The applicability of this relation to the s teel tubes 
was te ted by using i t to compute for several tube the 
stress-strain curve in shear from their ten ile tre -
strain curyes. The measured tres -strain curve in 
shear an d tho e calculated from the tension tests were 
found to agree fairly well over their entire range. In 
mo t ca es it was noticed, however, that the calculated 
stres -strain curve lay a small di tance to the righ t oJ 
the observed curve. A closer degree of coincidence 
could h ave been obtained by choosing a nlue Ie s than 
1. 5 for the fa tor by which ten ile trains mu t be 
multiplied to obtain shear stra ins. T his deviation 
from th e theoretical values is not surprising, since the 
FIGleRE i .' Halios of )-ield stren~thR and y ield strains in shear And in tens ion for 
chromium-l11ol ybdenum steel LUhes. 
theoret ical ratios ./3 nnd 1.5 11ft Ire a so und basis only 
for an idealized tre s-s tra in CUI 'l'e wi th an infinitely 
sharp kn ee at the yield point and no ri e in s tress beyond 
tha t poin t. For the same rea on one 'would expect 
the foregoing ratios not to hold for the aluminum-alloy 
tu bes in which the ratio of ultimate trength to yield 
t rength was not 1, but lay between 1.3 and 1.5. 
An estimate of the optimum "factors of affinity" 
rI / T and 'Y / E connecting stre s-strain cun-es in ten ion 
and in hear wa obtained by plotting the ratio of 
. . ld . (J vield 'Y vie ld f I YIeld tre e and yw trams -- , -- or eac lone 
T yielel f yield 
. (Jull b' b . of the tube tested uSlllg --' as a Cl a to n ng out 
(J vield 
the yal'iation of the two \'fl tio of affinity with the change 
in sllflpe of the s tre -strain curve beyond tJIC yield 
tre ngtll. (See fig. 7 fo r teel t ubes and fig. 8 for alum i-
num-alloy tube .) 
2.21---+-,-j-+--+--<>I---+-.,,-l-v -j--t_~-+--t--j 
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FIGURE 8.- Hatios of y ield strengths and yield strains in shear and in tension for 
liST aluminum-alloy tubes. 
Th e yield strength lI sed in these compu tation " -as 
ta ken a tha t stre s on the stress-strain curve at which 
the secant modulus ,,-as % the elastic modulus for th e 
steel tubes and the stres at which it wa % of the elastic 
modulus for the aluminum-alloy tubes. The fac tor 
% and % were cho en to give th e same valu e for the 
ten ile yield strength of ma terial ju t passing Navy 
Specification 44T1 8a and 44T21 (tables I and II) a 
the yield tl'ength laid down in the e specification 
(0.2 percent off et), provided the material has a Young' 
modulus of 30 X 106 pounds pel' square inch for the teel 
tube and one of 10 X 106 pounds per quare inch for the 
aluminum-alloy t ubes. Th e tensil e y ield tl'engths 
computed upon both defini tions are listed in table 
V and VI. The averages at the boLtom of tllC e tables 
. how that th e % E yield trrngtb is 2 pcrcent higher , 
on the a verage, for the chromium-molybdenum steel 
tubes and that the % E yield strength agree, on the 
average, within a fraction of 1 percent with the 0.2 
percent offset yield strength for the aluminum-alloy 
t ubes . Th e chief advantage of the % E and % E yield 
strengths over the 0.2 percent yield stren gth is that it 
,,-ill bring the elastic portion of the stre s-strain curve 
in ten ion in to coincid ence w-ith the elastic portion of 
the stress- train curves in shear if the ordinate and 
ab cissas of the ten ile stress- train curve are multiplied 
b h f T yield 'Y llield t ' 1 y t eactor -- , --, re pee lye y. 
(JY1eld t yield 
, 1 b (11 ~) 1 . (J /lie lei t d For the stee tu es 19. { t 1e l'a tlO ~- scat ere 
T yie ld 
within ± 11 percen t about an average ,-alu e of 1.73 
wllile t Il e ratio 'Y ylelll scattered through tJIC sallle pe1'-
f yiC{(l 
centage range about an average valu e of 1.41. There 
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is a systematic deviation from these average values 
] b . f b h' CTull t lat ecomes a maA'lmUmOr tu es avmg --= 1.3 
(j vield 
approximately. The theoretical affinity ratios ..j3 
and 1.5 are fair approximations for the stress-strain 
curves approaching the idealized shape CTull = 1.0. 
CT yield 
For the aluminum-alloy tubes (fig. 8) the picture is 
quite different; the ratio CTull lies between l.3 and l.5. 
CT yield. 
It is not surpri ing, therefore, that the average afful ity 
ratio are nowhere near the theoretical values ..j"3 and 
l.5; they are closer to 2 andl.3. The maximum scatter 
to each ide of the e average values is of the order of 
± 11 percent. 
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FIGURE 9.-Comparison of stress·strain curves in shear oC cbromium·molybdenum 
steel tubes Fo (l.38 X 0.038 in.) with curve ob!.ained frolll tensile stress·strain curve 
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FIGUILE 10.-Comparison oC stress·strain curves in shear oC chromium-molybdenum 
steel tubes Lo (1.5 X 0.12 in.) with curve obtained Crom tensi le stress·stmin curve by 
lIlultiplying stresses by 1/'./3 and strai ns by 1.4. 
The usefulnes of these approximate affinity rela-
tions in predicting the shear tre s-str ain curve from the 
tensile stress-strain curve i brought out by fi gures 9 
and 10 for a group of steel tu be and by figure 11 and 
12 for a group of aluminum-alloy tube. The e figure 
show the tre -strain cur ve in shear a computed from 
those in tension by multiplying ten ile strains by 1.4 
for the steel tubes and by l.3 for the aluminum-alloy 
tubes and dividing the tensile stresses by "3 and 2, 
respectively. The tre s-strain curves in shear llS 
obtained directly from the torque-twist curves n,re 
shown for comparison. The calculated curves ap-
proached tho e obtained from the test data satisfac-
torily; i. e. , within the limits of variations of the differ-
ent torsion to ts, except in the neighborhood of the 
knee, where the stre ses deviated as much as 15 percent 
for the aluminum-alloy tubes M I , M z, Mo (fig. 11 ). 
The greater deviation from affinity for the aluminum-
alloy tubes as compared with the steel tube is also 
bro ugh t out by a comparison of figure 2 with 
fi gure l. 
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FIGURE ll.-Comparison of stress·strain curves in shear of 17ST aluminum·alloy 
t ubes l\Io (2XO.ll in.) with cnrve obtained frOID tensile stress·strain curve by multi· 
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VA RI ATION OF TRE GTH OF T BES WITH DIMENSIO SA D 
PHYSICAL PRO PERTIES 
Variation of stresses at failure .- It ha been stated 
that the tubes te ted failed either by plastic tor ion, 
two-lobe buckling, or a failul"e intermediate betwecn 
these and that the trength of the tube hould there-
fore depend on th variables determining these tlu'ce 
types of failure. For a tube of given metal, i. 1:'., given 
eIa tic con tant , the length of which is in the range 
where its effect i negligible, these variable are the 
wall thickne over diameter ratio tliJ, and at lea t two 
variables de cribing the plastic properties in hear of 
the tube material; e. g., the yield point in hear, Tv/ellt 
and the ultimate trength in hear, Tull' In the previous 
section it was shown that the hear properties and 
tensile propertie of the tube material were roughly 
affine. The]a t two variable may therefore be re-
placed by the corresponding tensile properties, i. e., 
CTv ield and (Jull' In general, then, one would expect that 
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the maximum hearing tress of the tubes would follow 
11 relation of the type: 
(9) 
I t is necessary to reduce the number of independent 
yariables from 3 to 2 in order to represent the results as 
a family of curve on a heet of paper . Thi reduction 
may be accompli hed by tryina various relations be-
tween Tmax and one of the ind ependent variables and 
then choo ing the one that gives the mo t consistent 
behavior for the experimental points. After a number 
Elasl/ic two I~be buc111nq 
tubes (fig. 13) how a large catter throughout the range 
tested. Thi result would be expected from the con-
siderable variation in the ratio (J,,1t and the values of 
CT vield 
CTull itself (table V). The points for the aluminum-
alloy tubes (fig. 14) fall clo e to a common curve except 
for the very thin tubes, which failed by ela tic buckling. 
Figure 14 clearly shows a segregation into the three 
type of failure that were observed; i . e., failure by elas-
tic two-lobe buckling on the extreme left, failure by a 
combination of yielding in shear and buckling in the 
middle, failure in pure shear on the extreme right. 
The two extreme type of failure are under tood fairly 
I<-- Pure sh~ar 
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FIGlIRE 13.-Varlatioo of ratio of shear stress at failu re to tensi le yield strength with tiD for chromium-molybdenum steel tubes. Straight lines in central region calculated from: 
15.27 ~ (~-I) +0.981. D UJli.ld 
of tl'ials the most consistent behavior 1'01' the tee} 
tubes was found by plotting: 
.,J3T",ax=f(i,~) (10) 
(Jvie ld D (J yielll 
The factor .,J3 was chosen to make the ordin ntes clo e 
to 11'01' most of the tubes. 
For the aluminum-alloy tllbe it appeared preferable 
to plot : 
2 Tmax =i(i, (JUI! ) 
(Ju ll D (Jyleld 
(11) 
The corresponding plots u ing tiD as abscissa an 1 the 
term on the left a ordinate are hown in figures 13 and 
14 for the two group of tubes. The points for the teel 
well. The theoretical shearing tress at failure for a 
long tube failing elastically is given by equation (6); 
for tubes of finite length, it can either be derived from 
Schwerin's theory (reference 6) or it can be r ead off di-
rectly from the curves computed by Donnell (reference 
7 ) . (The three curve hown for elastic two-lobe buck-
ling in figs. 13 and 14 correspond to minimum, average, 
and maximum values of (Jvield and CT ult, re pcctively, as 
mea ured for the tubes te ted. ) 
Figures 13 and 14 show that no more than 7 of th e 
steel tube and no more than 20 of the aluminum-alloy 
tubes can be con icl ered as having failed by clastic 
hu ckling; this number inclllde the tubes lying in the 
tran ition region between ela tic failure and combin I 
failure as well as tho e definitely to the left of i t. The 
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calculated from: 
T t_ 
2 " " ,=8.90 -:0+0.001. 
approximate analysis in an emliel' section of this pfLj)er 
had pl'edictecl that 8 of the steol ttl bes and 11 of the 
alumumm-alloy tu bes should Lave fallen into thi cate-
gory. The agreement, though not close, is sufficient 
considering the uncertainty of the a umptions made, 
especially those relative to the limit, above which 
combined failure mu t be expected. 
In every case of elastic buckling the long tubes failed 
at a lower stress than the short ones, the difference 
oxceeding 30 percent in some cases. Schwerin's for-
mula for long tubes (equation (6)) is not sufficient, 
therefore, to describe the strength of the short tubes 
IailIDg elastically. An adequate compari on wi th the 
theory must include the effect of lrngth as considered 
in general by Schwerin (reference 6) and in detail by 
Donnell (reference 7). Donnell has hown tha.t the 
effect of length L, thickne t, and diameter D on the 
strength in tor ion of an elastic tube may be repre-
senteel on a single curve by plotting 
as a function of 
;- rL B=V 1- ji.2Et 
1 Ut 
J = l -ji.2 D3 
Figure 15 hows the curves derived by Donnell for 
tu bes with hinged edo'es and with clamped edges to-
gf'ther with Schwerin's curve for infin itely long tdbe . 
The individual points represen t the observed value of 
B - j(.J) computed from the observed shear tre s at 
failure and the dimensions of the tu be and the following 
ela tic constan ts: for chromium-molybdenum steel 
tubes, 
E = '2 ,600,000 pound per square inch, ji. = 0.235, (12) 
for 17. T aluminum-alloy tu be , 
E= 10,430,000 pounds per quare inch, ji. = 0.319. (13 ) 
50 
~ It::i 
~ 10 
~ 5t--- __ ~ 
U ( 
1-1'2 D3 
F,G URE 15.-Comparison of obsen'cd shear slr at failure of tubes that failed uy 
elastic buckling wilh tbeoretical values gi\'en by Donne)) and chwerin . 
The Young' moduli represent average values of the 
moclulu mea ured in the tension te t (tables V and 
VI). The values for Poi on' ratio repre ent an aYel'-
age of value calculated for each size of tube from the 
well-known relation J.L = 2~ -1. Thi relation i tric tl.v 
tr ue only for perfectly isotropic material obeying 
Hooke' Law. The relatively low yallle of ji. for the 
teel tube may be clu e partly to lack of i otropy of the 
material. It did not seem worth while to in vostigate 
this in view of the small effect of a chunge in J.L on the 
critical stress of a thin tube as given by figure 15. The 
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poin ts lor the steel tu bes are scattered over the same 
region as tho c obtained by Donnell in te ts on steel 
tubes buckling" with two lobes (crosse); they are 
on the ayeraO'e about 25 percent below the curve for a 
tulJC " 'ith hin o'cd edge. The points for the aluminum-
allov tubes are somewhat higher, scattering through a 
l"£lllgC of abou t ± 25 pm'cen t aboll t the curve with hinged 
cdge. A few points fell into the border region between 
two-lobe and three-lobe failure. Examination of the 
corrcsponding tubes indicated a failure which may have 
sta rted ,,-ith three lobes bu t wbich ended with two lobes 
as the deformation increased. 0 definite rea on can 
be tt ianed for the greater strength of the aluminum-
Hll oy tubes; po ibly the cIo er tolerances within which 
the tuues are manufactured permit them to develop 
1I10re nearly the fu ll theoretical strength of the ideal 
tube. All of the tubes except one showed strength 
greater than that given by clm-erin's formula for 
infi.nitely long tubes . Donnell' curve for hinged 
edges may, therefore, be taken as a fair estimate of the 
probable strength of the tubes failing ela tically while 
Schwerin's formu la may be used to give a lower limit 
of their strength. 
Failure in pIa t.ic hear may be expected when the 
shear stress reaches a value qual to the ultimate shear 
trengtll , T u l t , of the material. In the case of the 
steel tubes (fig. 13) this assumption lead to a family of 
horizon tal stra.igll t lines having the ordinate 
.,j3T = 3Tull crull. 
cryteld cru ll cryleld 
Only 2 of the 63 teel tubes tested fell in to the region of 
failure in pure shear. The e two were in ufficien t to 
establish a value for the ratio TUII / crUII' In the absence 
of adequate test data it wa decided to a ume tllis 
rH tio to be the same as that of the yield strengths: 
(14) 
This assumption is believed to be conservative since the 
corresponding rntio of ultimate stresses for the alumi-
11 um-alloy tll bes was found to be abol! t 10 percen t 
higher; i. e., 0.64. Converting equation (14) in to the 
ordinates used ill flgure 13 gives the family of horizontal 
liJlC's: 
In the ca e of the aluminum-alloy tube (fig. 14 ) 1 
of the points fall in to the region of pla tic hear. They 
scn ttC'r abol! t a common horizontal lin e with the orcli-
nn tc 
(15) 
For the aluminum-alloy tube, therefore, the ultimate 
trength in plastic hear is abo ut 64 percen t of the ulti-
mate treng-th in tension. 
It is een, after drawinO" the curves corresponding to 
ela tic failme for a long tube as given by equation (6) 
and the horizontal traight lines COlTe ponding to 
failure by plastic shear, that most of the. point fall 
in to the intermediate region. For the aluminum-alloy 
tube the individual points eem to fa ll about a common 
traight line increasing with the tiD ratio. The point 
for the teel tubes in figure 13 how too great a scatter 
to sugge t the type of variation with tiD at a glance; 
however, i t appears, after egregating the points into 
groups with nearly constant ratio (fult/ (f1l I eld that a 
linear increa e with tiD i the simple t variation that 
give an approximate fit. It remains to find an em-
pirical relation between the tress ratio at failure and 
the ratio crull{(Jv leld ' A number of formula were tried 
and the be t fit was obtained with a formula of the 
type: 
(16) 
where a and b are constants. Evaluating these con-
tants by least squares gave a = 15.27 and b= 0.9 1 so 
that the tress ratio at failure of the chromium-molybde-
num steel tubes buckling plastically may be expres d 
by the empirical formula: 
.j3T = 15.27 _ ~( crull - 1) + 0.981 , (0.02<~<0.07) 
(fvfe ld D crvleld (L/D ~80) . (17 ) 
The stres ratios calculated from this formula are 
plotted again t the ob erved stress ratios in figure 16. 
The point catter about 5 percent to either side of the 
2.0 
/.6 
_I Ir~u,a~dfL kJ-- +?7 / // ~ v'3 T /527!... (~-1) + 098/ / / 6 y ultl D tJ YIeld I / 
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lit V 
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/ / 
n -- AP ~/ 
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V1 I 
.4 
o .4 8 /,2 /.6 20 
3 T 
observed 
FIGoRE l6. - Comparison of calculated and observed stress ratios lor chromium· 
molybdenum steel tubes. 
line of exnct agreement. The corresponding empirical 
formula for the plastic budding of the aluminum-alloy 
tubes was al 0 evaluated with the help of least sq uare 
it may be written as: 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
J 
TORSIO N TESTS OF TUBES 13 
IT:I.=4.48 b+0.2506, (0.022<~<0 . 085, J; ~ 60)- (1 ) 
The lower limit of b = 0.022 corresponds to the cut-off 
of the empirical formula by Schwerin's curve for long 
tube. Data on tor ion te t of short tubes kindlv 
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F,G UHE 17.-Comparison of calculated and obsen 'ed stress ral ios for 17S'1' alum inlltn-
alloy Lubes: 
.2...~4.48...!.+0.250fi 
q,,11 D 
for, 0.022< ~ < 0.08!;. 
supplied by the Aluminum Company of America in-
dicate that the cut-off for hort tube can be moved 
to mallervalues ofb· The tests made by th e Aluminum 
Company of America (Physical T es t R eport No. 31 - 40) 
on 13 17ST tubes having a ~ ratio ranging from 0.0095 
to 0.02 and an t =4.8, indicate that the straigh t line 
t (1 ) may be extended to the left down to .0= 0.09 at 
which point it i cut off by Donnell's curye (see fig. 15) 
for ~=4.8. Tes t on 23 further tu bes wi th ~= 7 and 
with .branging from 0.018 to 0.099 were found to scatter 
uniformly about the straight line given by (18 ) and 
(15). The stress ratios calcula ted from formula (18 ) 
are compared with the observed stress ratios in figure 17. 
The individual points catter about 4 percent to either 
side of the line of exact agreement. 
Design charts for twisting moment producing fail-
ure .- Designers are usually more intere ted in expres-
ing the torsional strength of a tube in terms of torque 
at failure rather than in terms of the mean fiber stress T 
at failure. The value of T had originally been derived 
from M by relation (5), so that T and jJf are connected 
by the formula : 
(19) 
Formulas for jJl for the three type of failure may be 
obtained from eq uation (10) by substituting for T 
t he value obtained from Donnell's work (fig. 15) for the 
case of elastic failure, from equations (17) and (18) fot' 
the case of combined failure, and from equations (14) 
and (15) for the ca e of plastic failure. 
Elastic failure by two-lobe buckling depends, acco rd-
ing to Donnell, on the length as well a on the wall-
thickness ratio tiD of the tube. For long tubes (fig . 
15) the length effect is small, however, and the actual 
strength of the tube will be only a few percent 
greater than that given by Schwerin's formula (6) in 
which the length doe not enter. 
Sub titu ting equations (6), (17), (14), and (12) in 
equation (19) gives the following formulas for t he 
twisting torque at failure of the chromium-molybdenum 
steel tubes: two-lobe buckling iaill11'c of a long tube: 
~= 3 .11 X 107( !.)5/2(1 + 0.4,!,), (20) 
J)3ITVie ld ITv ie ld D D 
(OS;~S;O.024} 
combined pIa tic failure and buckling: 
M = 0.90 (i) (1-2 t+2 e.2) [ 15.27 t ( ITu lt - 1) 
VITVieid D D D D ITvte ld 
+0.9 I} (0.015 > ~ > 0.092), (2 1) 
failure in pure . hear: 
(22) 
The ranges of tiD for which each one of these formulas 
holds overlap because the boundary bet,,-een the din'e r-
ent types of failure depend on ITv ield and ITul! in addition 
to tiD. The proper type of formula to u e in any given 
case i the one that give the lowe t twisting moment 'tI f. 
In the pecial ca e of a material for which ITu l t = lT yie ld, 
it 1 een that combined failure according to equation 
(21) hould always occur in preference to failure in 
pure hear, the torque for combined failure being abo li L 
2 percent less than tha t for pure sbear. Actually the 
2 percent variation is not significant; the experimental 
scatter of points would produce an uncertainty of this 
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order in th e fitting of the empirical relation (17 ) by 
least squares . For material having a stress-strain 
curve such that O"ult= O"Yiel(1 equations (21 ) and (22) 
should coincide ince a t ube of such material would not 
be able to carry more than the yield s tress in torsion of 
t.he material. 
The equations (20), (21 ), and (22) cannot be ex-
pressed in Cartesia.n coordinates as a single curve or 
even as a family of CUTves because they contain the 
f . ].([ t O"ult d d .our van abIes -D 3 ' D- ' --, an O"yie ld· In or er to O"yie ld O"yield 
show them as a single eUTve in a nomographic chart 
connecting th e fir t three variables, cr yie ld must be 
d f . f crult f f expresse as a unctlOn 0 -- 0 a typeorm; 
cryield 
1 
(23 ) 
which conver t equ ation (20) into the same type form 
as equation (21 ). Evaluating Co and Cj to give the best 
fit to the observed value of the tensile yield strengths 
plotted as a fun ction of crult gave the followin g rela tion 
0" yield 
for (23): 
cryield= ( ) . 
6.62 O"ull - 1 + 9.79 
O"yfeld 
(24) 
Figm e 18 shows the nomogram that wa derived from 
equations (21 ) and (22) after sub tituting equation (24) 
in (20). Two examples illustrate the use of this 
nomogram. 
1. Find the wall thickness of a 2-inch chromium-
molybdenum teel tube 4 feet long that will fail when 
subj ected to a torque of 2,500 lb .-ft . The tensile 
yield strength of the tube material is 80,000 pound 
per squ are inch and its tensile ultimate strength is 
100,000 pounds per squ ar e inch. 
Answer. Th e Lu he fall s within the range of dim en-
sions and properties of those tes ted so that figure 18 
may be applied to comp ute its waU thickness. 
crult = 100000 = 1.25 
cr viel(l 80000 
M 2500 X 12 0.0469 
D 3cryteln 23(80000 ) 
Connecting the e points on the nomogram (dotted 
line, fig. 18) gives: 
b = 0 .0487, t= 2 X O.0487 = 0.0974 inch. 
F ailure by combined plastic hear and buckling may 
be expected. 
2. Find the wall thickness of a 1H inch chromium-
molybdenum steel tube 5 feet long that will fail when 
ubj ected to a torque of 600 lb.-ft. The tensile yield 
trength of th e tube material i 75,000 pounds per 
square inch and its tensile ultimate strength i 95,000 
pounds per square inch. 
A nswer. The tube falls wi thin th e range of dimen-
sions and properties of those tes ted so tha t figure 18 
may be applied to compu te i t . 
crult = 95,000 = 1 267 
cr yield 75,000 . 
600 X 12 _ ') 
1.53 X 75,000 - 0.0. 4 
Connecting the e points on the nomogram (dotted 
line, fig. 1 ) gives two in tersection as follows: 
t t 
D = 0.0229, .:0 = 0 .0302. 
The first valu e corresponds to two-lobe buckling as a 
long tube and the secon d, to combined failure. A 
heavier tube is required to resist combined failure than 
to resist buckling; hence combined failure is more 
likely to occur. The wall thickness must be cho en as 
t= 1.5 X 0.0302 = 0.0453 inch. 
Frequ ently material is required to satisfy certain 
specifica.tions for minimum yield s trength and tensile 
strength. 
D esign curve for such material may easily be derived 
either from cqn ations (20), (21 ), and (22) or from 
figure 18 by the substitution of the specified values of 
crult and cryield . Figure 19 hows a design ch art for 
determining the size of chromium-molybdenum steel 
tubes 19 to 60 inches in length that just meet th e mini-
mum requirements of N avy Specifications 44 T18 and 
44T1 a (table I ). 
The material of the tube specifled in problem 2 
just meets Navy Specifica tion 44T18a. The curve of 
Flgure 19 can, therefore, be applied directly to solve 
problem 2. 
}\II 600 X 12 
D 3 1. 53 
7,200 lb / . 3.375= 2,130 . sq . ill. 
TI I· T . B /. 1e orc ln ate D 3= 2 ,1 30 m LcrsceLs curve aL [) = 0.03. 
A vertical through the point of interseetion ex tending 
into the lower half of th e chart intersect the inclined 
line for D = 1.5 inch a t a valu e of t = 0.045 inch. This 
solution coincid es with th e one obtained from the nomo-
gram of figure 18. 
Design char ts for the aluminum-alloy tubes may be 
obtained by substituting th e e:sq)l·es ions for critical 
s tress given by equations (6), (18) , and (15) into equa-
tion (19). If, in addi tion, the values given in equatioll 
(13 ) for the elastic constants E and J.I. are substituted , 
the following three equations are ob tained for the 
torqu e a t failure. 
For elastic two-lobe buckling of fl, long tube according 
to Schwerin: 
1.6 
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1.4 
dlJll 
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FI GU IlE 19 .- Design chart for torsiona l s trengl.h of chrom ium·lllolybdenum stee l tubes 19-60 in('hes long satisfy ing Navy 
Specifi cation 441'1 8 (<1",, = 95, 000 Ib./sq . in ., <1y;.'d=60,000 lb ./sq . ill .) a lld Navy Speci fi cation 44TJ8a (<1"1/=95, 000 
Ib./sQ. in ., <1y;. ld= 75,000 lb./sq . in.) . 
[or comhined plastic failme and two-lobe buckling : ingly, be described with the help of the three variable 
Df;,dL= 0.394(~)( 1 + 1 5.9~-33. 7 ;;z} 
(0 .02<~<0 , 088 } 
for failure in pure shear: 
D~u lt= 1.005(~)( l -2~+2;;2} 
(26) 
(0 .088< b < 0'12)- (27) 
The strength of the ahm1inum-alloy tubes can, accord-
M dt 
-D3 ' (Tullo, an D' (TulL Only the two variable D~ and -Dt (Tult 
are needed if curves of (25 ) are plotted for given values 
of (T ul t as in figure 14, Tlus procedure results in figure 
20 , A simple example will illustrate the use of these 
curves , 
Find the wall thickness of a 2-inch liST aluminum-
alloy tube 5 feet long that will fail wh en ubj ected to a 
torqu e of 2,000 lb.-ft. The tensile strength of the tube 
material is 6 ,000 pounds per squ are inch. 
Answer,- The tube falls within the range of dimen-
sions and proper ties of those tested so that figure 20 
may be applied to compute it. 
TORSIO N T ESTS OF TUBES 17 
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FIGURE 20.- Design char t for torsional strength of liST aluminum-alloy tubes. 
M 2,000 X 12 
D3U"11 23 X 68,000 0.0441 
According to figure 20, this corresponds to 
n=0.061, t= 0.061 X 2= 0.122 inch. 
The wall thickness of the tube that may be expected 
to fail under about 2,000 lb .-ft. torque would be 0.122 
inch. 
A de. ign char t simila.r to figure 19 may he derin'd 
from figure 20 for aluminum-aHoy material r quil'ed to 
satisfy certain specification for minimum tensi le 
strength. Figure 21 hows such a chart for 17ST tubing 
complying with avy Specification 44 T21 (table II ); 
the upper half of the figure was constructed from figure 
20 by substituting 55,000 pounds per square inch for 
Uull) while the lower half is a set of straigh t line cor-
responding to commercially available diameters of 17ST 
tubing. The following example illustrate the use of 
figure 21. 
Find the wall thickness of a 2-incL 17 T aluminum-
all oy tube 5 feet long that will fail when subjected to 
a torque of 1,000 lb .-ft. The material of the tube hall 
just meet Navy Specification 44T21. 
'rhe tube falls within the range of dimension and 
properties of those tested so that figure 21 may be 
applied to compute it. 
M 
D3 
1000 X 12 
23 1,500 
It is een that by following the dotted line in figure 
21 that this ,alue corre ponds to a wall thickness of 
t=O.O 6 inch in a tube 2 inches in diameter. 
• 
NATIONAL B READ OF STANDARDS, 
Washington , D. 0., February 1937. 
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TORSIO TE T OF TUBES 
TABLE V.-TENSILE A D HARDNESS PROPERTIES OF CHROMIUM-MOLYBDENUM STEEL TUBES 
Y ie I d strengt h 
Speri· rrensi1(l Nominal size 
men (in.) strength 0.002· 5/9 E (lb ./sq. in .) 
(lb.jsq. in.) (lb ./sq. in .) 
-----
A. :l<\'XO.028 84,000 8'1,300 97, 400 
B. I X .035 89.000 91,000 101,000 
c. IJi X .049 93,000 93,500 102,500 
D. IY.X . 058 99,000 100,000 110,700 
E. 2 X .065 108,000 109,500 114, SOO 
F. I%X .035 81,000 4,000 118,700 
o. lY.X .035 69,200 69,000 107,300 
H. IY.X .(}!9 78,600 79,400 88,400 
I. IY.X .065 67,700 67,700 105,300 
J. IY.X . 083 82,2Oe 5,500 114.300 
K. IhX .095 110,000 110,500 113,300 
L. IY.X .120 96,000 97,000 106,700 
M. IYsX . 049 90,500 91,100 96,600 
N. I%X .049 96, oe 103,600 132,900 
o. lYsX .035 93,000 93,300 100,300 
P. I:l<\'X .035 105,000 105,300 109,700 Q. 2 X .035 99,100 101,000 109,200 
R. IJiX . 035 95,200 95,900 101,700 
S. I}{X .035 87,800 88,200 98,200 
'1'. IY.X . 035 93,800 95,500 107.400 
u. lY.X .049 103, 00 105,300 122. 000 
V. 2Y.X .032 75,000 73,000 122,500 
Average (22 speci · 
mens) . . . . ........ 90,800 92,900 10,200 
• Stress at wh ich strain exceeds 3S~;~~' by 0.002. iu./in. 
• Vickers numbers for lO·kg weight . 
, Based on 0.002 yield strength . 
Vickers numbers' Tensile Elonga· Young's ~trength tion in 2 
inrbes modulu Yield Left Right (lb ./sq. in.) (percent) 
end end strength 
------
23. 0 209 224 29.9Xl00 ' I. 16 
18.0 216 214 28. 1.14 
12. 5 224. 213 29.0 1.10 
18.5 249 240 29.1 1. 12 
18.5 264 253 28.7 1.06 
Ii.2 263 264 28.8 1.46 
28.5 260 260 29.0 1.55 
17.0 214 204 28.5 1. 12 
32.0 206 214 28.6 I. 56 
24.0 262 263 28. 1.39 
16. 243 242 28. 1.03 
26.0 236 232 ~.5 1.11 
16.0 241 266 27.3 1.07 
19.0 296 311 27.6 1.37 
14.0 240 274 27.5 1.0 
16. 0 283 262 27.6 1.()! 
1l. 5 264 245 27.6 1.10 
14. 0 254 248 29.0 I. 07 
16.0 252 239 28.4 1.12 
17.0 245 232 28.2 I. 14 
1.1.0 272 270 28.8 I. 18 
24.0 281 270 30.2 1.63 
--- -
18.S 249 247 28.6 1.208 
TABLE Vr.- TEl SILE AND HARDNESS PROPERTIES OF 17ST ALUMI UM-ALLOY TUBES 
Yield strengtb 
Speci· Nominal size 'J'ensil e 
men (in .) sLrength 
0.002· 2/3 E (lb./SQ. in.) 
(Ib./sq. in.) (Ib.ls". in .) 
10 1 XO.Ol 46,600 46,700 63,400 
m. 1 X .020 47,206 47. 300 63,600 
no I X .022 48,900 49, 000 65.400 
o. I X .025 49,000 49,100 65.200 
Po I X .028 46,400 46,400 64, 00 
q. I X .032 45,300 45,400 65.400 
~o I X .042 46,500 46,500 65,900 
to J X .049 46,600 46,600 66,300 
Uo J X . 058 45,600 45.500 66,000 
Vo I X .065 44,300 44,100 65, 00 
Wo 1 X .072 45, 00 45,600 65, 900 
Xo 1 X . 0 45,500 45,500 65,300 
Y. I X .095 45,300 45,300 65,300 
'.0 1 X .109 47,400 47,400 65, 000 
A80 I X .1 20 47,400 47,300 65, 00 
Uo I~X .022 46,900 47, 100 65. 900 
V. I Y.X .025 47.300 47,400 64,200 
W. I Y.X .028 49.400 49,500 67,000 
Xo IY.X .032 4.000 48,100 65,600 
y. I~X .035 50,200 50.300 66.200 
Zo I~X .042 47,200 47,300 66,200 
a. I~X .049 46,600 46,600 65,900 
bo I~X .0 45,800 45.700 65, 00 
c. IY.X .065 46,400 46.400 64,000 
d. I~X .072 44,400 44.500 63,200 
e. lY.X . 083 46,500 46.600 63,900 
f. I~X .095 47,200 47,200 65,200 
g. I~X . 109 49,700 49, 00 66,200 
h. IY.X . 120 47,600 47, 600 67,000 
i. l Y.X . 134 47,500 47,500 66.600 
i. 1Y.X . 148 47,900 47,900 (;6,400 
k. IY.X .165 47,400 47.300 66,100 
.A. 2 X .022 47,400 47,400 63,800 
Bo 2 X . 025 49,400 49.400 62,800 
C. 2 X .028 48,400 4 ,500 64. 700 
Do 2 X .032 4 ,300 4 ,400 64,500 
E. 2 X .035 4,900 49,000 (;S. 400 
F. 2 X . 042 49,600 49,500 64, 100 
o. 2 X .0·19 50,000 49,900 65.200 
I. 2 X .065 46.100 46,000 65.100 
J o 2 X .072 48,600 48.700 66,200 
K. 2 X .083 47,400 47.200 66,000 
L. 2 X .095 47,900 47, 00 65,100 
M. 2 X . 109 49. 700 49, 00 65. 100 
N. 2 X . 120 46.700 46,700 65, 00 
o. 2 X .134 47.100 47.100 64 . 000 
p. 2 X .148 48,000 48,000 66,000 Q. 2 X .165 4 . 00 48,900 65.400 
Ho 2 X . 180 4. ,500 4 ,500 65.600 
So 2 X .203 
:8;000 
48.000 66,100 
T. 2 X .220 4. .300 48,300 65.900 
Average (51 spec-
imens) .•..... _. _ 47. 470 47, 480 65,320 
• Stress a t wbicb s t rain exceeds I~~~s; e by 0.002 ill .ji n . 
• Vickers number for 10-kg weight. 
Elonga-
t ion in 2 
inches 
(per· 
cenL) 
---
24.0 
22.0 
25.0 
24.0 
25.0 
17.0 
24.0 
27.0 
27.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.0 
28.0 
28.0 
28.0 
18.0 
21.0 
25.0 
25. 5 
27.0 
23.5 
27.0 
31. 0 
28.0 
28. 0 
28.0 
25.5 
25.0 
30. a 
30.0 
31. 0 
31. 0 
d16.5 
dIO.O 
d1 1. a 
23.0 
24.0 
23.0 
22.5 
30.0 
27.0 
29.0 
30.0 
29.0 
29.0 
28.0 
.0 
30.0 
31. 0 
30.0 
34.0 
26.0 
Vickers numhers • 'l'en..ile 
Young's Lrength 
modulus Yield 
Left Right Ob./sq. in.) strengtb 
end end 
------
127 125 1O.27XI()6 '1.36 
134 133 10.1 1.34 
134 134 10. 13 I. 34 
133 133 10. 34 I. 33 
134 136 10. 43 I. 40 
134 135 10.31 1.44 
137 134 10.41 1.42 
135 135 10.34 1.42 
137 135 10. 48 I. 45 
135 135 10.4 1.49 
135 134 10.54 1.44 
135 135 10.37 1.44 
137 137 10.35 1.44 
137 138 10.46 1. 37 
140 140 10.56 1. 39 
134 132 10.30 1.40 
136 137 10.42 I. 36 
137 137 10.51 1. 35 
135 134 10. 05 1. 36 
142 142 10.40 1. 32 
134 137 10. 35 1. 40 
135 135 10.17 1. 41 
137 135 10. 66 1.44 
134 131 10. 41 1.38 
140 138 9.79 1.4.2 
136 137 10.29 1.37 
138 
I 
138 10.46 1.3b 
137 135 10.36 1.33 
137 138 10.59 1. 41 
136 137 10.4 1.40 
135 136 10.59 1.39 
138 139 10.77 1.40 
133 132 10.4 I. 35 
134 132 10.65 1. 27 
134 134 10.49 1.33 
132 131 10. 38 1.33 
134. 131 10.50 1.33 
135 132 10. 75 1.30 
134 133 10.75 1.31 
134 131 10.61 I. 42 
136 133 10. 32 1.36 
134 134 10. 1 1.40 
133 133 10.73 1. 36 
133 134 10.40 1. 31 
134 133 10.53 1.41 
133 131 10.56 1. 36 
133 134 10.29 1.38 
137 134 10. 37 1.34 
137 134 10.12 1.35 
135 135 10.64 1.38 
133 I 133 10. 46 I. 36 
------- - ---
135 134 10.43 1. 377 
, Based on 2/3 E yield strength . 
d Broke at end of plug • 
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TABLE VII.-RESULT OF TORSION T E TS OF CHROMIUM-MOLYBDENUM STEEL TUBES 
Outside Speci· Length diameter 'l'hickness L ID tiD men L (in.) D (in.) t (in .) 
---
---
---
A, 19 0.750 0.0304 25.3 0.04055 
A, 19 .750 .0303 25.3 . 04040 
A, 60 .751 .0302 79.9 . 04020 
B, 19 1.001 .0381 19.0 .03807 
B, 19 1.001 .03 0 19. 0 . 03795 
B, 19 1.001 .0380 19.0 .03795 C, 19 1.128 .0479 16.9 . 04245 C, 19 1.127 . 0·\ 0 16.9 . 04255 
C. 60 I. 127 .0480 53.2 .04255 
D, 19 I. 503 .0 0 12.6 . 0 60 
D, 19 I. 503 . 0580 12. 6 . 03860 
D, 19 I. 503 . 0581 12.6 .03866 
D, 19 1. 503 .0581 12.6 .03866 
]), 4 1.503 .0581 31. 9 . 03866 
E, 19 2.004 . 0652 9. 5 . 03255 
E, 19 2.004 .0652 9.5 .03255 
E, 19 2.004 .0653 9.5 . 03258 
E5 48 2.005 .0052 2'1. 0 . 03255 
F, 19 I. 377 . 0382 13 . . 02775 
F, 19 I. 377 .0382 13.8 .02775 
J", 45 I. 3 5 . 0381 32. 7 .02753 
0, 19 I. 49 .0349 12.7 . 02330 
0, 19 1.499 . 0349 12.7 . 02326 
0, 45 I. 49 .0349 30. 1 . 02330 
li , 19 1. 510 . 0528 12.6 . 03500 
n. 19 1. 511 .0527 12.6 . 03486 
I , 19 1.510 .0685 12.6 . Q.\540 
1, 19 I. 510 .0687 12. G .04550 
J , 19 1.503 .0845 12.6 . 0562 
J , 19 1. 503 .045 12.6 . 0562 
h 47 I. 503 .045 31.4 . 0562 
K, 19 I. 502 . 0926 12.6 .0617 
K, 19 1.503 .0925 12.6 . 0616 
L, 19 1. 500 . 1259 12.7 . 0840 
L, 19 I. 499 .1258 12.7 . 0840 
L, 45 1.500 .1 258 30.2 .0839 
M, 19 1. 630 .0495 ll.6 . 03035 
M, 19 I. 631 . 0495 11.6 . 03033 
N, 19 I. 753 .0509 10. 8 . 02905 
N2 19 1. 752 .0509 10.8 . 02907 
N, 45 I. 752 .0507 26. I . 02895 
0, 19 1.626 .0359 I I.i . 02'206 
0, 19 I. 625 .0358 II. 7 . 02202 
0, 60 1. 628 .0357 36.8 . 02196 
P, 19 1. 751 .0356 10.8 . 02030 
P, 19 1. 752 .0354 10.8 .02022 
P, 60 1. 75 1 .0354 34.2 . 02022 Q, 19 2.005 . 0361 9. 5 . 01 01 
Q, 60 1. 998 .0360 30.0 . 01 01 
R, 19 1. 124 .0316 16.9 . 0281 5 R, 19 I. 12.J .031 7 16.9 . 02822 
R, 60 1. 124 .0317 53.4 . 02822 
S, 19 1. 250 .033 15.2 .02706 
S, 19 I. 251 .0338 15.2 .02700 
'1' , 19 l. 503 .0352 12.6 .02342 
'I', 19 I. 503 .0352 12.6 . 02342 
'I' , 60 1.503 .0352 39.9 . 02342 
U, 19 1.506 .0501 12.6 . 03339 
U, 19 I. 506 ,0501 12.6 .03330 
U, 60 I. 506 .0501 39. . 03330 
v, 19 2.500 . 0341 7.6 . 01364 
V, 19 2.506 .0336 7.6 . 01340 
V, 60 2.50'\ . 0340 24.0 . 01358 
---Average (03 specimens) ____ __ ___ _ . ____ 
- . - - - - -- ----- .-.---
o Type 01 failure as indicated by inspection 01 Lube alter removal Irom test fixture. 
' E,trapolated \·alue. 
Yield 
strength Mean fiber Sbear in shear sbear stress modnlus Final type by 5/9 G at failure (Ib ./sq. in.) of failure· 
met bod (lb./sq. in.) 
(Ib./sq. in.) 
48, 600 50,600 11.55XIO· 2 lobes. 
47,900 50,400 11. 50 Do . 
49,SW 51,100 12.05 Do . 
54,900 57,000 11. 55 Do. 
56,000 57,300 11.80 Do . 
57,400 57,700 11. 36 Do. 
54,300 56,400 11.80 Do . 
54,400 56,700 11.86 Do. 
54,500 57,700 11. 86 Do. 
59, 00 61,500 11. 75 Do . 
59,700 61, 00 11. 75 Do . 
58,000 61,400 II. 97 Do. 
59,000 60,800 11. 70 Do. 
58,500 59,800 II. 52 Do . 
6C, 100 60,900 II. 30 Do . 
57,500 59,100 II. 62 Do. 
60,000 60,300 I I. 45 ])0. 
59, 100 59,900 II. 52 Do . 
47,000 53,400 11. 08 ])0 . 
45,300 53,300 11.23 Do. 
46,100 53,000 11. 30 Do. 
39,500 46,000 11. 17 ])0 . 
40,500 45,900 10.86 Do . 
'47,200 43,800 II. 83 Do . 
'50,500 47,700 II. 76 Do . 
'49 00 47,400 11. 42 Do . 
'54; 300 40,000 11.42 Do . 
'52, 200 38,000 II. 42 Do. 
'65, 700 47,000 II. 90 Do . 
'65,500 47,100 11. 83 Do . 
'65, 100 47,500 11. 32 Do . 
'68, 600 63,500 11 .90 Do. 
'68, ROO 63,100 11. 73 ])0 . 
' 62, 900 54,500 12.00 Do . 
'61 000 53,000 12. 05 Do . 
' 59: 400 51,500 II. 30 Helix. 
'55. 00 54,500 11. 55 2 lobes . 
' 57, '100 54, 500 11. 72 ])0 . 
'62,600 56.300 II. 26 Do . 
'6 1, 700 57, 000 11. 26 Do . 
'61, 500 54,300 11. 33 ])0 . 
'54, 600 54, 500 11.60 ])0 . 
55,400 
------- - -----
11.72 D o . 
56,000 56,600 II. 55 ])0 . 
59,000 
--- ----- --- - -
II. 62 ])0 . 
57,900 
- --.-- -- - --- -
12. 23 Do. 
56, 000 
----- ------- -
11. 65 ])0 . 
- . - -- ---- - ._- 56, 400 11.30 Do . 
.-- - --- --- - --
53,100 11.10 ])0 . 
'57,200 57,000 11. 55 ])0. 
'59,100 58.900 11.83 Do . 
-.- - ------ - -. 
61,000 11. 69 ])0 . 
52, 500 53,000 I I. 83 Do. 
52.800 52, SOO II. 70 Do. 
5;;.000 55, 200 It. 73 Do. 
54,800 54, gOO I I. 66 Do. 
- ------ - -.---
52,900 I I. 60 Do. 
59.000 61,700 11. 76 Do . 
59, 100 61,600 11.50 Do. 
59,600 61 , 900 11. 80 Do . 
41. 100 41,300 11. 16 Do. 
40, 500 40, 500 10. 0 ])0 . 
-- - - -- .----- - 29, 500 10.45 Do . 
- ---
52,780 56,550 11. 57 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
~ 
r-
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T ABLE VIII.- RE ULT S OF TORSION TEST OF 17ST ALUMI UM-ALLOY TUBES 
Outside Yield Mean fiber Shear Speci· Length Thickness strength shear stress 
men L(in.) diameLCt t (in.) ],/D I/D 2/3 a at failure modulus Final type of (ailure • D(in.) (Ih./sq. in.) (Ib./sq. in.) (Ib./sq. in .) 
------ '---
h 20 0.9997 0.0 188 20.0 0.01880 
-- --- --------
21,000 3. 86 X 10' 2 lobes. 
10 60 1.0005 . 0187 60.0 .01869 -._-.--._--_ . IP,4oo 3.86 Do. 
ml 20 . 9994 .0199 20.0 .01991 21,900 21,900 3.89 Do. 
m2 60 1. 0003 . 0198 60. 0 . 01979 
------------- 20,500 3. 9 Do. 
nl 20 1.0024 . 0224 19.9 .02235 23,000 23, 100 3. 86 Do. 
n, 60 1. 0021 .0224 59. .02235 
--.--- --.---- 23,400 3.86 Do. 
01 20 1.0016 .0252 19.9 .02516 23,000 23,400 3.88 Do. 
0, 60 1,0017 .0257 59. .02566 -_ . -. ------- 25,200 3.88 Do. 
PI 20 I. 0002 . 0283 20.0 .02829 21,200 23,600 3.92 Do. 
p, 60 1. 0006 .0285 60.0 .02848 22,600 24,200 4.00 Do. 
ql 20 1.0028 .0324 19.9 .03231 22,500 24,900 4.00 Do. 
q, 60 1.0024 .0325 59.8 .03242 23,500 26,000 3.92 Do. 
Sl 20 I. 0031 .0422 19. 9 .04207 23,500 27,900 3.96 Do. 
s, 60 1. 0018 .0423 59.8 .04222 24, SOO 29,200 4.08 Do. 
LI 20 1.0007 .049 20.0 .04977 23,700 30,400 4.00 Do. 
L, 60 1.0013 .0498 59.9 .04974 24,600 31,300 4.05 Do. 
UI 20 I. 0020 .0590 20.0 .05888 23,800 33,700 3.97 Do. 
u, 60 1.0027 .0588 59.8 .0 64 24,100 33,700 3.97 Do. 
\ ' 1 20 I. 0020 .0637 20.0 .06357 23,000 34,000 3.95 Do. 
v, 60 1. 0024 . 0637 59. .06355 24,300 35,200 3.94 Do. 
WI 20 1.0006 . 0718 20.0 . 07 176 24,000 36,800 4.00 ])0 . 
W2 60 1. 0004 .0717 60. 0 .07167 25,400 38,600 4.00 1)0. 
XI 20 .9994 .0832 20.0 . 08325 23,600 40.000 3.97 ITelix and 2 lobes. 
x, 60 .9998 .0832 60.0 .08322 25,000 41,200 3. 97 1)0. 
YI 20 .9975 .0938 20.0 .09403 23,700 41,400 3.97 Ueli • . 
Y2 60 .9984 .0942 60. I .09435 24,300 42,400 3.97 llelix and 2 lobes. 
z. 20 .9965 . 107(, 20. I . 10797 23, 000 11,100 3. 09 Delix. z, 60 .9971 .1074 60.2 .10771 24,000 41,900 3.99 Do. 
Aal 20 1.0001 .1 192 20.0 .119 19 23,000 41,300 3.97 1)0 . 
Aa, 60 1.0005 .1188 60.0 . 11 74 24,100 42,400 3.97 Do. 
VI 20 1. 4955 . 0224 13.4 .01498 --- ---------- 20,100 3.96 2 lobes. U, 60 1. 5000 .022i 40. 0 .01513 --.----_.---- 16,900 3.96 1)0. 
VI 20 I. 4996 .0244 13.3 .01627 -. - -.----- -. - 20,700 3.94 ])0. 
V, 60 I . . 1003 .0244 40.0 .01626 -- . ------_ . -- 18,500 3.94 Do. 
WI 20 I. 5066 .0285 13.3 .01 92 
-- ---- -------
23, 500 4.00 Do. 
" '1 60 I. 5055 .0285 39.9 .01 93 ------ - ------ 22,000 3.94 Do. 
XI 20 J. 5035 .0330 13.3 .02195 22, 00 23,600 3.96 ])0. 
X, 60 J. 5(.33 .0330 39. 9 .02195 22,200 22,800 3. 96 1)0. 
YI 20 J.4997 .0354 13.3 .02360 23,500 24,400 3.97 1)0. y , 60 I. 50 18 .0354 39.9 .02357 . .. 
- - -----
24, 00 3.97 Do. 
Zl 20 J. 50 17 .0436 13.3 .02903 22,500 25.100 3.88 Do. 
Z, 60 J. 5022 .0435 39.9 .02896 23,100 24,100 3. 93 Do. 
al 20 I. 5001 .0491 13.3 .03273 23,000 20,400 3.92 Do. 
a, 60 I. 5006 .0497 40.0 .033 12 23,600 26,100 3.97 ])0. 
bl 20 J. 5031 · O· 5 13.3 .03892 23,600 27,000 3.94 Do. 
b, 6G I. 5035 .0585 39.9 .03 91 24,200 27, 700 3.94 1)0. 
CI 20 I. 4995 .0634 13.3 .04228 22,100 27,700 3.95 Do. 
c, 60 I. 5000 .0636 40.0 .04240 22,600 27,400 3.97 Do. 
dl 20 1. 49 .0719 13.4 .01797 22. we 29,600 3.97 Do. 
<10 60 I. 49 0 .0721 40. I .04813 23,200 30,500 3.99 Do. 
el 20 I. 5002 .0837 13.3 .05579 22.000 31,900 3.94 Do. 
e, 60 I. 5007 .0837 40.0 .05577 22,900 31.700 3.9 Do. 
rl 20 1. 5019 .0956 13.3 .06365 22,400 33,900 3.93 Do. 
r, 60 1. 5015 .0955 39.9 .06360 23.000 34,000 3. 93 Do. 
gl 20 I. 5004 · 1107 13.3 .07378 24,000 39,300 3. 95 Do. 
g, 60 J. 4996 · 1107 40. 0 .07382 24.600 37,700 3.97 Helix and 2 lobes. 
hI 20 1. 4988 .1192 13.4 .07953 23,300 40,600 4. 02 2 lobes. 
h, 60 1. 4992 .1195 40.0 .07971 23.400 40,600 4. 00 Helix and 2 lobes. 
h 20 1. 5020 .1337 13.3 . 08901 23,500 42,900 3. 97 Do. 
i, 60 1.5014 . 1337 39.9 .0 905 23,700 41,900 4.00 Do . jl 20 1. 4991 .1461 13.3 . 09746 23,500 42,700 3.96 Fracture-slight helix . 
j, 60 1. 4997 .1466 40.0 .09775 23. 00 42, 00 3. 9 Helix. 
k, 20 1.5010 .1658 13.3 . 11046 23.000 42,700 3.97 Do . 
k, 60 1. 5010 .1659 39. 9 · 11053 22,900 41,500 3.93 Do. 
AI 20 2.0035 .0202 10.0 . 0100 -------._ -- -- 16.000 3 . 2 lobes. 
A, 60 2.0029 .0202 30.0 .01009 ----- ----- 12,200 3.86 Do. 
BI 20 2.005 .0255 10.0 .01271 ----- .. _-- 19, 700 3. 95 Do. 
n, 60 2.0037 .0254 30.0 .01268 ----- ----- 15,000 3.95 Do. 
I 20 2.0047 .0274 10.0 .01367 ---- ----- 21,200 3.97 Do. 
C, 60 2. 001 . 0274 29.9 .01367 ----- ----- 16,500 3. 97 Do . 
DI 20 2.0061 .0314 10.0 .01565 - -- -- ---- - 21,800 3.95 Do. 
D, 60 2.0044 .0315 29.9 .01572 ----- ----- 19.000 3.95 Do. 
EI 20 2.0054 .0359 10.0 .01790 23,300 23, 300 3.95 Do. 
Et 60 2.0033 .0361 29.9 .01802 -- - ----.----- 20,200 3. 95 Do. }<'I 20 2.0020 . 0426 10.0 .02128 23,700 24,600 3.99 Do . 
.F, 60 2.0020 .0426 29.9 .02128 -------. - ---- 23,200 3. 99 Do. 
0 1 20 2.0053 . 0509 10.0 .0253 23,800 25,100 3.97 Do . 
0, 60 2.0035 . 0510 29.9 .02546 24.600 24,700 3.97 Do . 
II 20 2.0010 .0668 10.0 .0333 22.900 26,100 3.92 1)0. 
I , 60 1. 999 . 0670 30.0 . 03350 23,300 25,700 3.92 Do . 
J I 20 I. 99 .0716 10.0 .03582 22,600 26, 900 3.95 Do. 
h 60 J. 99 .0716 30.0 .03582 23,000 27,000 3.95 Do. 
KI 20 2.0012 .0833 10.0 .01162 22,700 28,100 3.97 Do. 
K , 60 2.0013 .0838 30.0 · OIL 7 22.800 27.700 3. 97 Do. 
LI 20 2.0012 . 0952 10.0 .04757 23,200 30.700 3.98 1)0 . 
L, 60 2.0009 .0952 30.0 .047 23,300 29,500 3.98 1)0 . 
MI 20 2.0002 .1110 10.0 . 05549 24,700 33.900 3.97 Do. 
M, 60 1. 9988 .1109 30.0 . 05548 24.600 33.200 3. 97 Do. 
rl 20 2.0027 .1206 10.0 . 06022 22,500 35,000 4. 01 Do . 
r, 60 2.0026 .1209 29.9 .06037 22.500 34,400 4. 01 Do. 
01 20 1. 9952 . 1316 10.0 .06596 22,400 36,700 3.96 Do. 
0 , 60 J. 99 .1326 30.0 .06634 22,500 34,700 3.96 Do. 
PI 20 2.0027 .1487 10.0 .07425 24.000 40,200 3.99 Helix and 2 lobes. p, 60 2.0027 1496 29.9 .07470 24.000 39,600 3.99 ITeJix . 
QI 20 1. 9974 . 1662 10. 0 .08321 23.500 41,600 3.97 2 lobes. Q, 60 I. 9971 .1654 30.0 .08? 2 23,300 40,300 3.97 Helix. 
RI 20 1.99 0 . 1816 10.0 .09089 22, .100 42,200 3. 99 2 lobes. 
n, 60 1. 9978 .1816 30.0 .09090 22,500 41,500 3.99 Helix and 2 lobes. 
SI 20 2.0018 .2039 10.0 .101 6 22,600 41,400 3.97 Fracture, slight helix. 
S, 60 2.0027 .2040 29.9 .101 6 22,400 42,200 3. 97 Helix. 
TI 20 1.9994 . 2196 10.0 . 109 3 23,500 43,000 4.00 Fracture. 
T, 60 I. 9989 .2206 30.0 · 11036 23, 400 42,400 4.00 Helix. 
---
Average (102 specimens) .... . _ ........................... 23,310 30,380 3.96 
• Type o( lailure as Indicated by inspection 01 tube alter removal from test tlxture. 
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Posit ive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation 
I LougitudinaL __ , _ 
I LakraL ________ ' 
• T ornulL ________ _ 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) 
bol symbol 
X 
)' 
Z 
x 
y 
Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L ~1 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
Designation 
Rolling ____ _ 
Pitching ___ _ 
yawing ____ 1 
O=N 
n qbS 
(rolling) (pitching) (yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
II' 
Positive 
direction 
}'--->z 
z - ->X 
X ---)}' 
Dl'signa-
tion 
RolL _ 
Pitch ___ _ 
I Yaw __ 
Lincar 
Svm- (rom po- \ 
bol nent along , llgular 
axis) 
" 
U' 
p 
q 
r 
____________ ...L......- ___ _ 
Angle of set of control surface (relatiYe to neutral 
position), 0, (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
pili, 
V', 
V 8, 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow,elocity 
Slipstream velocity 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= 2~ pn IF 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= pn~D5 
P, 
0., 
TI, 
n, 
,p, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~ n.~ pn J..F 
5/P Speed-powcr coefficicnt=.y Pn2 
Efficiency 
Re,olutions per sccond, r.p.s. 
Eff~cti,e helL\: angle=tun-I(') 11 ) 
~1T'rn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 bp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb ./sec. 
1 metric horsepower= 1.0132 hp, 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. =2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609,35 m=5,2 0 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 It. 
